
Weather-Resistant Woodgrain Alternatives For
Patios & Outdoor Structures

Unlike wood, TimberLine™ sheets will not absorb

moisture and will not splinter, crack, rot, peel, warp,

or deform from repeated exposure to water.

Interstate Advanced Materials offers

TimberLine™ HDPE sheet in new solid

color woodgrain variations to provide

design choices for outdoor applications.

SACRAMENTO, CA, UNITED STATES,

June 15, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

When building walls, cabinetry, patios,

furniture, and outdoor kitchens, the

look of authentic wood is difficult to

match. However, wood used in

outdoor applications rots, deforms,

splinters, and swells over time.

Interstate Advanced Materials offers

TimberLine™ HDPE sheet in new

woodgrain variations that allow

outdoor applications to have the

timeless look of wood without its

weaknesses.

TimberLine™ HDPE features an embossed woodgrain design that mimics the appearance of

wood. It has superior scratch resistance and impact resistance compared to wood and has

excellent weatherability. TimberLine™ sheets will not absorb moisture and will not splinter, crack,

rot, peel, warp, or deform from repeated exposure to water and the elements, allowing it to

outlast wood in patios, furnishings, and other outdoor applications. UV-stabilized TimberLine™

HDPE sheet will not fade or yellow from exposure to the sun, ensuring that structures retain

their vibrancy over time. It may be fabricated using standard woodworking tools, and unlike

wood can be thermoformed, opening up new design options that wood cannot replicate. Like

standard HDPE, TimberLine™ sheets feature resistance to chemicals, allowing for easier and

lower maintenance than wood.

TimberLine™ HDPE is used in outdoor patio and structure applications such as furniture,

kitchens, cabinetry, and landscape architecture. Its durability and weatherability make it suitable

for  more than just outdoor residential applications. TimberLine™ sheets have replaced wood in

boat part replacement, marina architecture, playground areas, and even in some parts of

building construction. 
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TimberLine™ HDPE features

an embossed woodgrain

design that mimics the

appearance of wood. It has

superior scratch resistance

and impact resistance

compared to wood and has

excellent weatherability.”

Christopher Isar

Interstate Advanced Materials offers TimberLine™ in cut-

to-size and full sheet solid and variegated color options.

Save 30%+ on TimberLine™ and other materials with an

Interstate Advanced Materials membership. Find out more

about TimberLine™'s properties and how it can replace

wood in outdoor applications by calling a material expert

at (800) 742-3444.

Interstate Advanced Materials is a full-line distributor of

sheet, rod, tube, bar, film, profile, and accessories, tools,

and care products. With 10 locations nationwide and an

online sales and support team, Interstate Advanced Materials provides full sheets and pallets,

simple cut-to-size service, and complex CNC manufacturing. Interstate Advanced Materials is

known for its reputation of selling high-quality products, providing excellent customer service,

and superior technical support. Our products and services are available using the safe, secure,

and convenient purchasing system on the Interstate Advanced Materials website. For instant

help, we're always a phone call away at (800) 742-3444.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/637168909

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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